
J704 Alarming Showcase

Beautifully displays 
wearables in an above-
counter display case.
Fully engaging display that encourages the best customer trial.

J704 is a completely above counter fixture that 
allows you to display up to six wearables creating 
a highly visible merchandise display. With the 
assistance of store staff, customers can try a 
wearable as they would jewelry or a conventional 
watch.  

No clamps, cables or sensors get in the way of a 
perfect customer experience. The J704 integrates 
OEM chargers to provide immediate, universal 
charging capability ensuring devices always have 
power.



J704 Alarming Showcase

1 Completely above-table solution provides 
beautiful display of wearables in a space-
efficient manner that is easy to install

2 Utilizes OEM charger to provide immediate 
power-up capability for any wearable

3 Four USB-A power connections located 
underneath access cover provide easy above-
table re-merchandising

4 Cost-effective protection for 4-6 wearables 
5 Adjustable stems make reconfiguration simple
6 Demo loops can be run continuously, because 

watches are always charging
7 J704 is part of the InVue single key OneKEY 

ecosystem™ and is compatible with Access 
Manager™

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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Items shown in this configuration:

› DUW100-W (J704 Base - White)
› DUW400 (J704 Lid / Cover - Clear)
› DVW404 (W1000 / J704 Apple Trim)
› DVW406 (W1000 / J704 Pebble Trim)
› EC9154 (Power Supply 5.3V)
› YC9 (C7 AC Power Cable - US)
› YC10 (C7 AC Power Cable - UK)
› YC11 (C7 AC Power Cable - EU)
› YC12 (C7 AC Power Cable - AU)

Note: Choose either YC9, YC10, YC11, or YC12 based on location
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J704 Alarming Showcase

J704 Alarming Showcase is part of the exclusive 
InVue OneKEY ecosystem™, a storewide single key 
solution that improves customer service, increases 
sales and provides high theft protection.

A storewide single key solution to increase profits.
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